Welcome to issue 2 of MOVIE NIGHT! Bigger and, I hope you’ll agree, better than
before. This issue highlights the forgotten comedians Lupino Lane and Sid Field, as
well some lesser known details about Laurel and Hardy and Harry Langdon. A big
thanks to David Wyatt, Ken Kirkman and James Harrison for contributions, and to
Gerry Dunne for proofreading. If you’ve got any comments, requests, or ideas for the
next issue, please get in touch at matthewross22@googlemail,com. Thanks!

Front cover photograph: Lupino Lane in ‘FOOL’S LUCK’ (1926)
All articles by Matthew Ross, unless otherwise credited. © 2011.

James Harrison of Bristol Silents gives us the lowdown on one of the highlights of the silent film
buff’s calendar…
After 8 years of bringing silent comedy chaos to the city of Bristol, Bristol Silents' Slapstick Festival
once again celebrates the cream of silent comedy throughout the ages in 2012. And even after such a
long run, it's always surprising to see what the festival has to offer.
First up is an interesting selection of events with Film Historians Kevin Brownlow and David Wyatt,
theevents include a detailed look at the work of Buster Keaton which will include extracts from
Brownlow now infamous documentary 'A Hard Act to Follow' and also rare footage of Brownlow's
meeting of the great man back in the 1960s.
David Wyatt continues his fantastic introductions to the odd world of Slapstick with a selection of
events looking at the forgotten clowns of the silent era. Expect footage from the comedy greats of
Charley Chase, Lloyd Hamilton, Max Davidson & Larry Semon and many more. David will also be
introducing us to the world of the Slapstick Spoofs, and I'm not talking about Airplane or Naked Gun,
the event will look far earlier than that!
The Slapstick Gala Event at the Colston Hall in the City Centre is always a must, especially when the
2000-seater venue is packed full of laughter. This years laughter comes from a screening of Keaton's
classic The General (with a brand new score by Guenter A Buchwald and performed by The European
Silent Screen Virtuosi and Bristol Ensemble) plus a few shorts to go with it. British Comedian Griff
Rhys Jones will be manning the helm for the Gala event this year, so it’s most certainly worth having a
look at.
Throughout the rest of the weekend, we will also be seeing a Harold Lloyd Double Bill with Comedy
Writer Barry Cryer, a Charley Chase event with Graeme Garden and also a Charlie Chaplin event with
Chaplin Biographer David Robinson. Other guests this year include Python Terry Jones, British
Comedian Sanjeev Bhaskar, The Goodies and Dad's Army's Ian Lavender.
However, some of the most interesting events come in the last part of the Slapstick Festival, in the shape
of two Sunday events dedicated to the work of French Comedian Pierre Etaix. Two events most
certainly worth going to, especially when the great Etaix will be there in person to answer questions
from the audience (with the help of Historian Sir Christopher Frayling), Etaix will then introduce his
classic rare film Le Grande Amour (1969) as the final event for Slapstick 2012.
However, that is not all, Slapstick 2012 will see the return of the classic Slapstick Beer (brewed in black
and white of course) as well as an introduction to the work of Pierre Etaix with Broadcaster Chris Searle
which will take place a few weeks before the festival itself.
Ed - Another great festival that I, for one, won’t be missing! Hats off to all involved. For
more information on events and booking, go to www.slapstick.org.uk

THE EVENTFUL LIFE OF TOM WHITELEY
“Tom Who?!” I hear you ask? Well, therein
lies a tale…
Many of the photographs in the Lupino Lane
article were kindly provided by the
descendants
of
Tom
Whiteley,
who
appeared with Lane on stage and in a
number of his films. In searching for
information on the film ‘FISTICUFFS’ I
stumbled across their website; amazingly
enough, his work in films was only a small
part of an action-packed life...
Born in the Manchester suburb of Didsbury,
Tom first came to the public eye when he
became one of the few people to survive the
sinking of the Titanic!
It was during the run of Lupino Lane’s revue
show in New York that he first met the
comedian. When Lane started at work at
Educational, he found Tom work in his films.

Tom Whiteley clowns on the set with
Lupino Lane and Margaret Shute, editor
of ‘PICTUREGOER’ on the set of
‘FISTICUFFS’

After Lane left Educational, Tom did some freelance acting work and even wrote a script for a tworeeler, “WON BY A NECK” (1930), starring Lloyd Hamilton and directed by Roscoe Arbuckle. He later
returned to his home land, and appeared with Max Miller in “ THE GOOD OLD DAYS” (1939). When
war broke out, he joined the RAF, and died in Italy during service.
Have a look at www.tomwhiteley.info to check out Tom’s full story. It’s a fascinating chronicle of a
man who lead a life most of us could never even
imagine!

WHAT WAS THAT FILM?

A big thankyou to Ken Kirkman and the rest of Tom’s family for sharing the great stills.

BY DAVID WYATT
I thought we might start a section in this illustrious magazine to help identify unknown comedy films or
extracts. Clips shown on tv; extracts in compilations, vintage comedies released on DVD without the
right title - that kind of thing. I have some problems myself (but there isn’t space to list all those).
Meanwhile anyone else with a query please write in, and (hopefully) someone out there may know the
answer. The esteemed editor may even know the answer himself (he’s not as dumb as you look), or I
might (not likely - he says I am ….)
So to start the ball rolling, here’s one neither of us can identify. Our excuse is that all we have to go on
is a French catalogue description. Film Office in Paris released quite a number of silent comedies to buy
on film before the days of video and DVD; one extract available on 8mm & Super 8 they called LE
TUEUR REND LE FRIC. (THE KILLER GIVES A REFUND). Panayotis A.Carayannis, a comedy collector in
Greece, has their catalogue in Greek in which the title has become THE BRIDEGROOM AND THE
BRIDE’S MURDERER. His translation of their plot synopsis goes like this:
“How to avoid your future bride at the moment the priest and guests are waiting for you at the church?
You hire a professional murderer , pay him well and leave assured that everything will be all right. But
death does not always come when we are calling him, so after a wild chase you get married like nothing
happened and settle your accounts with the murderer.”
The original French catalogue clarifies the ending a bit more “…. the disgusted killer gives back the money. A professional conscience!”
This sounds like the familiar plot number 3 - ‘hero hires a hitman, then changes his mind’ - as in Doug
Fairbanks’ FLIRTING WITH FATE; Raymond Griffith’s THE NIGHT CLUB, etc, etc. But all this happens in
15 metres of 8mm film - a mere 3 to 4 minutes. And the catalogue gives no clue to cast, date or
anything else. To know of a copy of the film would help, of course. Over to you!
Ed – A great idea I think - Can anyone help with this?

FRANK SKINNER ON GEORGE FORMBY
Another highlight of the BBC 4 Music Hall season was
comedian Frank Skinner’s profile of George Formby. To be
a fan of Formby is these days something of a guilty
pleasure so it was nice to see Frank sensitively evaluate
George’s legacy, putting his successes into perspective and
telling his life story without any of the dramatic hyperbole
that often mars such documentaries. A ukulele player
himself, he also focused on the often overlooked aspects of
George’s musicianship. The ukulele is suddenly a very invogue instrument again, so his consideration of this aspect
was timely. There were ample clips from George’s films,
and some nice newsreels of him singing his songs live,
including to audiences of soldiers on the front lines of
WW2. Although he’s often written off as a bit of a joke, the
documentary showed that there is more to George Formby
than “When I’m Cleaning Windows”. Well done, Frank

DVD NEWS
NEW COMPANY CINEMUSEUM ANNOUNCES EXCITING
NEW RELEASES
Paul E Gierucki, previously behind Laughsmith Entertainment and their ‘INDUSTRIAL
STRENGTH KEATON’ and Roscoe Arbuckle DVD sets, has started a new DVD company,
Cinemuseum. The initial releases are to be ‘BLUE COLLAR BUSTER’ and 'SILENTS PLEASE'.
The former is 'INDUSTRIAL STRENGTH KEATON' revisited; its currently unclear whether it
will be a reissue or a second dose of obscure Buster bits. (It would be nice to see 'PARADISE
FOR BUSTER', especially.) The 'SILENTS PLEASE' set is a collection of Paul Killiam's 1960s
documentaries about silent comedians, and is a worthy addition. Also promised for the future
are a reissue of the Roscoe Arbuckle set and a Mabel Normand set. Release dates are unclear
at the moment (and these sort of projects always seem to get put back and back..) but the
DVDs sound great and are sure to be put together with all the love and care that was the
hallmark of Laughsmith Entertainment's products. Watch this space!

KINO’S ‘ULTIMATE’ BUSTER KEATON DVDS KEEP COMING
Kino continue to release their 'ultimate' BK editions, with the latest releases to be a
double bill of ‘GO WEST and BATTLING BUTLER. Among the extras are a Hal Roach short
also called ‘GO WEST’ and, most intriguing of all, a 60 minute audio recording of Buster
working out a proposed script for an episode of WAGON TRAIN.
Also coming soon is ‘SEVEN CHANCES’. Amongst the extras are 'BRIDELESS GROOM', the
much-seen PD Three Stooges short for which Keaton-collaborator Clyde Bruckman
adapted the premise of the Keaton feature. The main reason for buying though, is of
course the sparkling transfer of the films with great scores by Robert Israel.

SCREENING NOTES
GOING BYE-BYE! & ANOTHER WILD IDEA (1934)
After being a fan of the Laurel and Hardy films for years, one
of my favourite things about catching up with the other Hal
Roach series is finding little connections between them; the
same supporting actors, gags and locations appear as extra
points of interest in many other films.
Sometimes this extends as far as individual props and sets
between films. One of the biggest crossovers is between L &
H’s ‘GOING BYE-BYE’ and Charley Chase’s ‘ANOTHER WILD
IDEA’; both share a courtroom set and the actors filling it.
The films were shot within two weeks of each other in ,,,,
1934. In L & H’s film, the courtroom appears at the beginning
of the film, where L& H are key witnesses in a trial against
Walter Long. Judge Harry Dunkinson sentences Long to life,
to which Stan’s response is famously “Aren’t you going to
hang him?”. Thus, the plot is set up for Long to seek revenge
on the pair.
Chase’s film is much more fantastical in tone; Charley is the
victim of scientist Frank Austin (butler in ‘THE LAURELHARDY MURDER CASE’) experiments with a ray gun which
makes the person on the receiving end lose all their
inhibitions. As a result, Charley wreaks havoc on the streets
of Culver City and is eventually bundled into the court room
in a straitjacket. He is saved from a severe sentence by
Judge Dunkinson when Austin demonstrates the ray on the
jury, who burst into song in unison! Things wrap up with
Charley singing the delightful ‘Lunatic’s Love Song’ to Betty
Mack. In another cross-over back to the L & H world, the
music for this song is heard in the background of the tit-fortat scene with Charlie Hall in ‘THEM THAR HILLS’.
‘ANOTHER WILD IDEA’ is one of my favourite of Charley’s
later shorts - it comes off much better than his other
dabbling with Sci-Fi (NOW WE’LL TELL ONE) and at a point
where his films were getting a bit uneven, is one of his best
films of 1934. Rather than relying on the Sci-Fi for special
effect gags, the comedy is firmly rooted in Charley’s
character and Betty Mack’s confusion at his bizarre actions.
There are some lovely grace-notes typical of his best work
(Chase-notes?) – under the effects of the ray, Charley pelts
mean policeman Tiny Sandford with fruit from Harry
Bowen’s grocery store. Bowen carefully itemises all the fruit
to provide Charley with a bill at the end, and Charley helps
him out by shouting out “4 tomatoes! 2 grapefruit!” as he
hurls things at Sandford!
Incidentally, Tiny Sandford has erroneously been credited
with a role in ‘GOING BYE BYE’ – its probably due to his
appearing in scenes in ‘ANOTHER WILD IDEA’ featuring the
same court room set.

